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Abstract 

Commencement of change process in mid 1990's changed India's approach position on improvement system 

totally. Beginning methodology of funding current record deficiency predominantly through obligation streams 

and official improvement help has changed to tackling non-obligation making capital streams. Under this 

methodology from September 14, 1992; Unfamiliar Institutional Financial backers (FIIs) were allowed to put 

Securities exchanges in India. From that point forward Indian Securities exchanges have changed considerably 

in its size, profundity and character. In this period, Indian and world business sectors have seen great times and 

times of emergencies both on outside fronts and in Financial exchanges. This paper attempts to assess job of 

FIIs in Indian Securities exchanges because of expanding portion of FIIs in Securities exchanges in India.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In globalized economy worldwide reconciliation occur through cash stream. Cash stream can be of two kind 

for example unfamiliar direct venture (FDI) and Unfamiliar Institutional Speculation (FII) which is 

fundamental for globalization. FDI is as immediate interest in the business, valuable for the creation of 

merchandise or offering types of assistance. "Unfamiliar Institutional Financial backer" signifies a foundation 

laid out or consolidated external India which proposes to make interest in India in protections (SEBI Guideline, 

1995). FII put resources into monetary business sectors like currency market, securities exchange and 

unfamiliar trade market. In this way, the nation should keep up with persistent inflow from FII in monetary 

market. Unfamiliar direct venture (FDI) and Unfamiliar Institutional Speculation (FII) are the channels through 

which agricultural nation get access capital regarding unfamiliar money. It likewise assists them with 

expanding in their unfamiliar trade reserve.Rational capital designation searches for the open door. 

Simultaneously agricultural nations are confronting capital shortage as significant barrier in their turn of 

events. India being creating economy relies on capital stream from abroad for its turn of events and moved 

towards change financial approach. Starting around 1991 India has found a way multiple ways to draw in 

capital inflow, as result significant venture from unfamiliar institutional financial backers have been made.  

In year 2011-12 Indian securities exchanges gave the second most significant yields worldwide, driven to a 
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great extent by higher inflows from unfamiliar institutional financial backers (FII) (Monetary Review, 2012-

13). This confidence of FII in Indian monetary market could be considered as peppy sign for the possibilities of 

Indian economy as well as the plausible lift to modern too administration area in India. Table 1 shows the 

confirmation expansion in inflow of FII. It shows yearly net stream (INR in Crores) of FII in Indian capital 

market from 1992 to 2020. 

 

TABLE1:FII FLOWFROM 1992 –july 2020 

FPI Investments - Financial Year 

Financial Year 
INR crores 

Equity Debt Net Investment 

1992-93 13 0 13 

1993-94 5127 0 5127 

1994-95 4796 0 4796 

1995-96 6942 0 6942 

1996-97 8546 29 8575 

1997-98 5267 691 5958 

1998-99 -717 -867 -1584 

1999-00 9670 453 10122 

2000-01 10207 -273 9933 

2001-02 8072 690 8763 

2002-03 2527 162 2689 

2003-04 39960 5805 45765 

2004-05 44123 1759 45881 

2005-06 48801 -7334 41467 

2006-07 25236 5605 30840 

2007-08 53404 12775 66179 

2008-09 -47706 1895 -45811 

2009-10 110221 32438 142658 

2010-11 110121 36317 146438 

2011-12 43738 49988 93726 

2012-13 140033 28334 168367 

2013-14 79709 -28060 51649 

2014-15 111333 166127 277461 

2015-16 -14172 -4004 -18176 

2016-17 55703 -7292 48411 

2017-18 25635 119036 144682 

2018-19 -88 -42357 -38930 

2019-20  23997 13778 42849 

Total 910498 385695 1304790 

 upto 20-Jul: Source: https://www.fpi.nsdl.co.in/web/Reports/Yearwise.aspx?RptType=5 
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LITERATUREREVIEWONPOSITIVEROLEOFFII 
 

 
FII work on qualities of non-industrial nations and afterward they put resources into individual nations. This 

additionally assists agricultural nations with being familiar with their assets and open doors accessible. 

Consequently they can work upon their assets to cause them to fortify and encash potential open doors. 

O'neil (January, 2014) has concentrated on not many of the significant perspective connected with MINTs 

while expressing their benefits. Mexico was lucky to be close to the US while Indonesia was in a great 

situation for what it's worth in Southeast Asia; the focal point of worldwide development as of late, and 

binds to China (Klimes and O'Neil, 2014). Three of the Mints including Mexico, Indonesia and Nigeria are 

likewise ware makers. O'neil likewise noted changes in energy market in Mexico and Nigeria. This 

examination show different significant parts for the development potential are Geographic Area, Restrict 

with quickly developing nations, Assembling essential products and changes in foundations. 

Stream of unfamiliar venture assumes significant part in increase in monetary development as well as 

monetary business sectors of created too agricultural nations. Therefore inflow of Unfamiliar Direct 

speculations has turned into a striking proportion of monetary improvement in both created and non-

industrial nations (Sultana and Pardhasaradhi, 2012). They expressed that FDI and FII have become 

instruments of worldwide financial reconciliation and excitement. At beginning of FDI, Quickly developing 

economies like Singapore, China, and Korea and so on have enlisted unimaginable development. They at 

long last reasoned that the effect of stream of FDI and FII on Indian securities exchange is critical.  

At the point when there would be great measure of asset stream in market it additionally gives great 

measure of liquidity in monetary framework. Sing (2011) expressed that FII interest in India helped in 

accomplishing a more significant level of liquidity at homegrown securities exchange; it had expanded cost 

profit proportions lastly decreased the expense of capital for speculation. Alongside this they likewise help 

in working on the working of the homegrown stock market.When any nation has more reasonable 

administrative climate it gives an open door to institutional financial backers to venture than other country. 

Different monetary foundations viz. shared reserves, banks, insurance agency, annuity reserves and 

unfamiliar establishments have different venture targets. Contingent upon their speculation goals and the 

administrative climate, their impact firm execution is different. For instance, while there are administrative 

limitations for banks to put resources into a company's value in the US; they are the biggest investors in 

Germany and Japan; and furthermore have a huge support on administration's activities (Johnson et al., 

2010). 

Unfamiliar venture likewise inspires homegrown organizations to perform better. FII contribute more 

deliberately than retail financial backers and investigation different parts of different associations. Kim and 

Yi (2006) concentrated on an enormous example of firms in the Korean market and found proof that 

unfamiliar financial backers check out at firm-explicit information in going with speculation choices. 

Bushee and Noe (2000); Chung et al. (2002); McCahery et al. (2010) and Chung and Zhang (2011) revealed 

that institutional financial backers pick such organizations with better corporate administration rehearses. 
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Yet, conversely, Chang (2010) contended that in developing business sectors the unfamiliar financial 

backers might need ability in neighborhood climate which could prompt educational impediment. 

To welcome unfamiliar speculation Government need to give them meticulousness stage concerning 

guidelines and arrangements. In this manner generally unofficial laws likewise work on through FII. With 

the development in institutional interest in value markets all over the planet, monetary foundations have 

turned into the biggest financial backer gathering in numerous nations; and are noticed generally in nations 

with more grounded administrative and administration structure (Li et al., 2006). 

FII gives dependability to monetary market. They additionally give deliberate examination and complex 

instruments for speculation. Mukherjee and Ghosh (2004) found that among the institutional financial 

backers, FIIs show consistency in stock picking when contrasted with DFIs who are irregular and unstable 

LITERATUREREVIEWONNEGATIVEROLEOFFII 

Once while arising nations get store from FII that in all actuality does truly make them free for their 

development. It has been found that these nations become adjusted to get store from FII for their 

development. The 'Delicate Five' Turkey, Brazil, India, South Africa and Indonesia as economies that have 

become too reliant upon sketchy unfamiliar speculation to fund their development desires (James Ruler, 

Morgan Stanley detailed in New York Times January, 2014). 

FII generally search for better an open door and their stream moves from one country to another, as they 

likewise need to boost their profit from speculation. O'Neill has distinguished Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria, 

and Turkey (Mint) as the new boondocks of the worldwide economy. Mint can possibly supplant the new 

Bric economies of Brazil, Russia, India and China (Klimes and O'Neil, 2014). O'Neill (2001) proposed 

Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC) as developing business sector based on valuable open doors for new 

speculations. According to IMD WORLD Seriousness YEARBOOK 2013, additionally India's positioning 

in aggressive position has descended from 27 to 40 among 60 nations. 

It has been seen that multiple occasions FII pull out their assets in vital time while non-industrial nations truly 

need their help. Indeed, even here and there outside powers additionally influence FII stream, which isn't 

taken care of emerging nations. Vishnoi (February 3, 2014) has referenced in his article that in spite of the 

fact that India is found in a preferred situation over different nations, for example, Turkey because of its 

better current record shortage and unfamiliar trade holds, the nation is being hit in any case. Indian business 

sectors will in this manner keep on being under obligation to worldwide gamble factors, remembering 

worries about the Central bank's withdrawal for financial upgrade and a monetary lull in China. FII inflows 

to India not set in stone by conversion scale, homegrown expansion, homegrown value market returns, 

returns and hazard related with US value market (Srinivasan and Kalaivani, 2013). 

At the point when FII overwhelm monetary market they impact pattern of market fundamentally. On the off 

chance that around then their speculation conduct wouldn't be sane, by and large market might get hauled in 

misguided course. Chen, Vang and Lin (2008) recognize qualified unfamiliar institutional financial backers 

(QFlls) in Taiwan crowd while picking stocks. The proof shows that QFlls group in Taiwan's protections 

market: They follow each other into and out of similar protections. They crowd on protections arranged in 
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unambiguous businesses and furthermore lean toward stocks with high past returns as well as enormous 

firm size, supporting the contention that QFlIs are force merchants. Trademark crowding and analytical 

grouping make sense of QFlIs' exchanging conduct Taiwan. 

 

FIIININDIA 

Until the 1980s, India's arrangement towards improvement was focusing on confidence and import-

replacement. Current record shortages were funded generally through obligation flows and official 

improvement help. There was hesitance towards unfamiliar venture or confidential business flows. From 

1990s there is significant change through change, with an emphasis on taking advantage of the developing 

worldwide unfamiliar direct speculation (FDI) and portfolio flows. The expansive way to deal with change 

in the outside area after the Bay emergency was portrayed in the Report of the Great Level Board of trustees 

on Equilibrium of Installments (Administrator: C. Rangarajan). It suggested, entomb alia, a compositional 

change in capital flows away from obligation to non-obligation making flows; severe guideline of outside 

business borrowings, particularly transient obligation; deterring unstable components of flows from non-

occupant Indians (NRIs); progressive advancement of outflows; and dis-intermediation of Government in 

the flow of outer help (Indian Protections Market A Survey, 2010). 

After the changes in the mid 1990s, there was a progressive shift found towards capital record convertibility. 

FIIs and Abroad Corporate Bodies (OCBs) were allowed to put resources into monetary instruments on 

September 14, 1992. According to the rules from September 14, 1992 FIIs need to get an underlying 

enrollment with SEBI and furthermore RBI's overall authorization under FERA for a considerable length of 

time and were to be restored after that period. This consent permits FII to purchase, sell and acknowledge 

capital addition on interest in Indian stock trades. For this they are expected to delegate homegrown 

overseer and an assigned bank, as it is expected for cash exchange and protections related exchanges. The 

Public authority rules of 1992 likewise accommodated qualification conditions for enlistment, for example, 

history, proficient skill, monetary sufficiency and other pertinent standards, remembering enrollment with 

an administrative association for the nation of origin (Indian Protections Market A Survey, 2010). 

Unfamiliar Institutional Financial backers characterize under a specific guideline. According to Protections and 

Trade Leading group of India (Unfamiliar Institutional Financial backers) Guidelines, 1995 "Unfamiliar 

Institutional Financial backer" signifies a foundation laid out or consolidated external India which proposes 

to make interest in India in protections". Venture by SEBI enrolled FIIs is controlled under SEBI (FII) 

Guidelines, 1995 and Guideline 5(2) of FEMA Warning No.20 dated May 3, 2000, as corrected now and 

again. FIIs incorporate Resource The executives Organizations, Benefits Assets, Shared Assets, and 

Venture Trusts as Chosen one Organizations, Consolidated/Institutional Portfolio Supervisors or their 

Overarching legal authority holders, College Assets, Blessing Establishments, Beneficent Trusts and 

Magnanimous Social orders. 

Further opportunity to time advancements connected with FIIs are: 

Association Spending plan, 2001-02 proposed Unfamiliar Institutional Financial backers (FIIs) can put 

resources into an organization under the portfolio venture course up to 24% of the settled up capital of the 
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organization. This can be expanded to 49% with the endorsement of the general body of the investors by an 

extraordinary goal according to RBI rules and FEMA. These guidelines were corrected in September 2001 

to give that the constraint of 24% can be expanded up to the sectoral cap/legal roof, as material, gave this 

has the endorsement of the Indian organization's top managerial staff and furthermore its general body. 

In Year 2002 FIIs allowed to put resources into government protections. In February 2000 Unfamiliar firms and 

high networth people allowed to contribute as sub-records of FIIs. Homegrown portfolio administrator 

permitted to be enrolled as FIIs to deal with the assets of sub-accounts. The goal was to permit functional 

flexibility, and furthermore to give admittance to homegrown resource the executives ability. 

 

AMENDMENTTOSEBI(FII)(SECONDAMENDMENT)REGULATIONS2003: 

The SEBI (Foreign Institutional investors) Guidelines has been revised by the SEBI to incorporate the new 

provisos as expressed herewith. The FIIs ought to completely uncover data concerning the terms of and 

gatherings to seaward subsidiary instruments like Participatory Notes (P-Notes), Value Connected Notes (ELN) 

or some other such instruments recorded or proposed to be recorded. The implicit set of rules has likewise been 

determined which expresses that (a) a FII and its key staff ought to notice exclusive expectations of uprightness, 

reasonableness and impressive skill in the entirety of their dealings with middle people, administrative and other 

government experts in the Indian protections market. They ought to, consistently, render elevated expectations 

of administration, practice a reasonable level of investment and free proficient judgment 

(b FII ought to guarantee and keep up with classification in regard of exchanges done for its own sake or 

potentially for its sub-accounts/clients. There ought to be clear isolation of its own cash/protections and sub-

records' cash/protections; a safe distance relationship ought to be kept up with between its business of asset the 

board/venture and its other business (c) a FII ought to keep a fitting degree of information and skill and maintain 

the arrangements of the Demonstration, guidelines made there under and the handouts and rules pertinent and 

applicable to them. Each FII ought to likewise conform to grant of the Ombudsman and choice of the Board 

under SEBI (Ombudsman) Guidelines, 2003 (d) a FII shouldn't offer any false expression or smother any 

material reality in any records, reports or data outfitted to the Board (e) they ought to guarantee that great 

corporate strategies and corporate administration are noticed and don't participate in deceitful and manipulative 

exchanges in the protections recorded in any stock trade in India (f) a FII or potentially any of its partners 

shouldn't enjoy any insider exchanging, ought not be a party to or instrumental for production of bogus market in 

protections recorded or proposed to be recorded in any stock trade in India. They ought not be associated with 

value gear or control of costs of protections recorded or proposed to be recorded in any stock trade in India. 

In December 2003 the FII double endorsement cycle of the SEBI and the RBI changed to a solitary endorsement 

interaction of the SEBI. The goal was to smooth out the enlistment cycle and diminish the time taken for 

registration.The Association Financial plan for 2004 - 05 proposed the system for enrollment and activity of FIIs 

is to be simplified and faster. The venture roof for FIIs under water reserves have been raised to US$ 1.75 billion 

from US$ 1 billion. In February 2004, SEBI corrected the SEBI (FII) Guidelines, 1995 to incorporate another 
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guideline which expresses that "a FII or sub-record might issue, bargain in or hold, seaward subsidiary 

instruments like Participatory Notes (P-Notes), Value Connected Notes (ELN) or some other comparable 

instruments against hidden protections, recorded or proposed to be recorded on any stock trade in India, just for 

those elements which are controlled by any significant expert in the nations of their fuse or foundation, 

dependent upon consistence of "Know your client" necessity, gave that on the off chance that any such 

instrument has previously been given, preceding February 2004, to an individual other than a managed 

substance, contract for such exchange ought to terminate on development of the instrument or inside a time of a 

long time from February 3, 2004 whichever is prior". 

In November 2004 exceptional corporate obligation breaking point of US $ 0.5 billion recommended. The goal 

was to restrict momentary obligation flows.The Association Spending plan for 2006-2007 proposed limit on FII 

interest in Government protections to be expanded from $ 1.75 billion to $ 2 billion, and breaking point on FII 

interest in corporate obligation from $ 0.5 billion to $ 1.5 billion. As referenced in Round NO. IMD/FII/20/2006 

the Public authority of India has raised the aggregate obligation venture limits from US$1.75 billion to US$2 

billion and US$1.5 billion for FII/Sub Record interests in Government protections and Corporate Obligation, 

separately. These cutoff points are independent and not fungible. 

 

TABLE2:REVISEDLIMITOFFIIAFTERBUDGET2006-07(FiguresinUSDBillion) 
Revisedlimit 100% 

debt 
70:30 Totalpermissibl

e 
Govt.securities/t-bills 1.75 0.25 2.00 

Corporatedebt 1.35 0.15 1.50 
Total   3.50 

    

 
 

   

 

In November, 2006 FII speculation upto 23percent allowed in market foundation organizations in the 

protections markets, like stock trades, stores, and clearing companies. This was a choice taken by the public 

authority following the commanding of demutualization and corporatization of stock trades. 

The Board on Fuller Capital Record Convertibility presented its report in July 2006 for certain proposals 

relating to FII section and NRIs: 

i) The breaking point of FII Interest in Government Protections could be continuously raised to 10 

percent of gross issuance by the Middle and States by 2009-10. The portion by SEBI of the cutoff points 

between 100% obligation reserves and other FIIs ought to be stopped. 

ii) FII speculation limits in government bonds to be expanded in 3 stages up to 6, 8 and 10 percent of 

all out gross issuance by Center and States in a year. 
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iii) FII venture limit in corporate securities to be expanded to 15 and 25 % of new issuance in stage II 

and stage III. 

iv) FIIs to be disallowed from financial planning through promissory Notes (PN); existing PN-holders 

to be gotten rid of. 

v) Foreign foundations to be permitted to raise rupee bonds, dependent upon a roof. 

vi) Repo office in Government office ought to be broadened by permitting all market players with next 

to no limitations. 

vii) Non-inhabitant financial backers, particularly longer term financial backers, could be allowed 

passage with no limitations. 

Gross Buys and Gross Deals by FIIs expanded in the 2006-07 when contrasted with 2005-06. The aggregate 

net FII speculation contacted Rs. 2,181,376 million (US $ 51,967 million) by end Walk 2007. The solid 

gamble changed returns of the Indian market have driven FIIs to make more assignments to India. A FII net 

speculation was most elevated during the long stretch of November 2006, adding up to Rs. 101,860 million. 

(US $ 2,213 million). The long stretch of May 2006 saw the biggest single-month pull-out of FII reserves, 

when FII pulled out over Rs.66, 470 million (US $ 1,473 million). During that very month, Clever 50 saw a 

decay of 13.68 %. The relationship coefficient between net speculation by FIIs and NSE Clever 50 during 

2006-07 was 0.29 percent. 

However the volume of exchanges done by FIIs isn't extremely high when contrasted with other market 

members, to a significant degree, they are the main thrust in assurance of market feelings. The FIIs enlisted 

net ventures of Rs. 308,410 million (US $ 6,708 million) in year 2006-07 as against Rs.394, 660 million 

(US $ 9,334 million) during the earlier year 2005-06. 

In January 2007, these cutoff points were additionally improved. The current furthest reaches of US $ 2 

billion that anyone could hope to find for venture by FIIs in Government Protections/T-Bills was raised to 

US $ 2.60 billion. The steady furthest reaches of US $ 0.6 billion was added to the current headroom of US 

$ 55 million accessible for venture by 100 percent obligation FIIs in Government Protections/T-Bills. As far 

as possible was allotted among the 100 percent obligation and general 70:30 FIIs/Sub-Records in the 

accompanying way. 
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TABLE3:REVISEDLIMITOFFIIAFTERBUDGET2007-08(FiguresinUSDBillion) 

TypesofFII 100 % 

debt 

70:30 Totalpermissibl

elimit 
Govt.securities/
T-bills 

2.0 0.6 2.60 

CorporateDebt 1.0 0.5 1.50 

Total   4.10 

 

In January and October 2007 FIIs permitted putting US $ 3.2 billion in government protections (limits were 

raised from US $ 2 billion out of two periods of US $ 0.6 billion each in January and October). 

In June, 2008 While exploring the Outside Business Getting strategy, the public authority expanded the 

aggregate obligation speculation limits from US $ 3.2 billion to US $ 5 billion and from US $ 1.5 billion to 

US $ 3 billion for FII interests in government protections and corporate obligation, respectively.In October 

2008 While checking on the Outer Business Acquiring strategy, the public authority expanded the 

combined obligation venture limits from US $ 3 billion to US $ 6 billion for FII interests in corporate 

obligation. Evacuation of guideline for FIIs relating to the limitation of a 70:30 proportion of interest in 

value and obligation, separately. Evacuation of limitations on Abroad Subsidiaries Instruments (ODIs). 

 

In Walk 2009 Dissatisfaction with regards to FIIs loaning shares abroad. E-offers stage for FIIs. In August 

2009 FIIs permitted partaking in loan fee futures.In April 2010 FIIs permitted to offer homegrown 

government protections and unfamiliar sovereign protections with AAA rating as security (notwithstanding 

cash) to perceived stock trades in India for their exchanges in the money fragment of the market. 

In November 2010 Venture cap for FIIs expanded by US $ 5 billion each in government protections and 

corporate securities to US $ 10 billion and US $ 20 billion, respectively.In Walk 2011 the constraint of US 

$ 5 billion in corporate securities gave by organizations in the framework area with a lingering development 

of north of five years expanded by an extra restriction of US $ 20 billion, taking the all out breaking point to 

US $ 25 billion The all out capitalisation (M-cap) of the multitude of organizations recorded on 

metropolitan focal financial exchange (BSE) rose to a record elevated degree of Rs 142.25 trillion (US$ 

one.95 trillion) in 2017-18. During the new years, there have been various turns of events, ventures and 

various government and administrative drives have likewise been formed and brought into reality. In Walk 

2019, starting public stockpile (Initial public offering) of India's underlying land venture trust (REIT) was 

marked 2.6%.In Feb 2019, net inflows from unfamiliar portfolio financial backers (FPI) in Republic of 

India arrived at a 15-month high of Rs seventeen thousand 200 twenty crore (US$ 2.49 billion).Union Bank 

of Switzerland (UBS) kept up with its clever objective at 9500 by Walk 2019. 

Morgan Stanley anticipates that the BSE Sensex should accomplish 42 thousand by December 2019 end.In 

Sep 2018, International safe haven working environment Parks documented the papers for India's most 

memorable land Speculation Trusts (REIT).A report recorded by a board selected by the Protections and 

Trade Leading group of India (SEBI) on December 04, 2018 has arranged direct abroad posting of Indian 

partnerships and option administrative changes. In Sept 2018, the Protections and Trade Leading group of 

India (Sebi) loosened up the Know-Your-Client (KYC) interest for Unfamiliar Portfolio Financial backers 
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(FPIs). In Sept 2018, SEBI permitted Bombay stock trade (BSE) and Public stock trade (NSE) to begin 

ware derivate sections. SEBI has also permitted unfamiliar substances to take part inside the product 

subsidiaries portion of Indian stock trades, to help them fence their openings. It's furthermore wanted to 

allow Non Occupant Indians (NRIs) to take a situation through FPI course once meeting explicit KYC 

norms.In August 2018, SEBI diminished the timetable for public issue of obligation protections from 6-12 

days.Foreign Portfolio Financial backers likewise are permitted to take a situation up to 25 percent in 

classification III elective speculation reserves (AIF) in India. Various sorts of assets like flexible 

investments, individual Venture freely Value (Line) reserves, and so forth. Speculations by FPIs have 

moreover been permitted in land venture trusts (REITs) and Framework Venture Trust (InvITs). 

 

RELATIONSHIPBETWEENFIIINVESTMENTANDINDIANSTOCKMARKET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To study the effect of FIIs’ investment in Indian stock market monthly values of FII and Sensex value is 

consider. To make data normal and to minimize problemsrelated tostationaryandother 

requirementofregressionanalysis% changeinFIIand%changeinSensex values arecalculated. 
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FIGURE2:FIIINVESTMENTANDSENSEX(MAR2000APR2020) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above figure we can see the movement of monthly values of Sensex and monthly values of FII 

investment. In above figure we can observe major 

bullish(greenshaded)andbearish(redshaded)trend.WecanseethatmovementofbothSensexandFIIinvestmentsha

veparallelmovementofupanddown.Statisticallywe can check this relation with correlation coefficient. At the 

same time, it is also important to observe relation during bullish and bearish trend. Following 

tablewillhelpusinunderstanding thisrelationshipduring bullishandbearishtrend. 
 

 
 

TABLE5:CORRELATIONBETWEENSENSEXANDFIIINVESTMENT 
Trend Period CorrelationCo-

efficient 
Bullish Jun2004–

Dec2009 
0.986967 

Bearish Dec2010 –Feb 
2015 

0.983528 

Bullish Feb2016–Dec 
2018 

0.888427 

Bearish Dec19– 
Dec2021 

0.206862 

 

 

From the above table we can see that correlation between FII investment and Sensex varies from period to 

period. From the above table we can see that FII Investment and Sensex are having strong positive 

correlation during bullish trend than correlation during bearish trend. Thus we can say that FII may have 

more positive role during long term bullish trend rather than negative role during long term bearish trend. 
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CONCLUSION 

Whether an individual, an organization or a country, everybody needs funding to contribute and develop. 

Yet, it is hard truth that there are restricted means to fulfill limitless needs. Unfamiliar Institutional 

Financial backers (FIIs) helps in satisfying this need upto specific degree. They sensibly put resources into 

nations having high development potential. So arising economies like India might get great measure of 

monetary stream, which is fundamental for their development. Venture of FII likewise brings judiciousness 

inside the monetary business sectors; it helps retail financial backers to turn out to be more sensible in their 

speculations as well. Involving their immense information in monetary market FIIs recognize anticipated 

organizations and give a decent possibility to create and develop. In this manner, FII work with Indian 

monetary market in turning out to be more straightforward and effective 
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